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Abstract

The article discusses the specifics of developing a virtual computer simulator of energy worker and a technology for training personnel of electrical services of coal mines. The paper describes the scope and main principles of simulator systems. The proposed energy worker's simulator model is described as a dual system: “Knowledge Base subsystem + Knowledge Control subsystem”. In the work, we propose to build a training center for energy workers on the basis of the simulator, automated calculation of diagrams for calculating production units' power supply, as well as instruction and knowledge assessment system. The article presents a functional diagram of a training center equipped with a virtual simulator and considers two approaches in distributing software between the server and training center clients analyzing the advantages of each approach. Moreover, the work describes the technology for training coal mine electrical services employees and proposes an algorithm for using the simulator in training and controlling knowledge of this staff focusing on the advantages of using the simulator.
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1. Introduction

Due to IT development, simulators for acquiring professional skills by technological production staff had become widespread over the last few years, especially for production presenting threats to life and health. Virtual simulators are often used as simulators of abnormal situations and emergency. This is justified technically and financially during the operation of technological facilities in highly explosive and fire hazardous industries [1-3].

One of those industries that are dangerous to life and health is production units of coal mines [4, 5]. Quality work which is achieved by many factors, among which not the last place is occupied by such as providing of reliability, security, functionality, necessary and acceptable performance of the mining electromechanical equipment. Calculations of power supply systems of electrical facilities of a mine, tunneling areas and producing units are carried out by electrical service personnel and approved by a chief power engineer of a coal mine. The consequences of errors in such calculations associated with insufficient qualification of the personnel can be disastrous. The works [6, 7] proved that
the efficiency and reliability of mining electromechanical equipment and safety of relevant staff greatly depend on the quality of calculation and design of diagrams of production units’ power supply.

The article describes the principles of building the simulator and technology for training coal mine electrical services employees to obtain practical skills of calculation, design and operation of power supply systems of production units of coal mines.

2. Basic principles of building the simulator

The proposed simulator model is based on the three principles:

1. The basis for the creating the simulator is a simulator model. In turn, a simulator model is built on the basis of a simulated model of the production process (SM PP). SM PP virtually displays the operation of a technological object in predetermined industrial conditions (including normal, emergency, catastrophic). The present work considers an automated system for calculating power supply of coal mine production unit (ASCPS) as a simulator model [6]. Many industrial conditions are displayed as a multitude of ASCPS conditions which ensures the identity of real production process and simulator models for specific analyzed conditions of a production unit and available electromechanical equipment.

2. Virtual operator interface of a simulator reproduces real production networks of a technological object for specific industrial conditions. When calculating and designing power supply of production units, sequence of automated calculation and choice of instruments is taken similar to the algorithm used in manual calculation and construction (design) of power supply diagrams by a chief power engineer of coal mine.

3. The simulator is a tool of transferring knowledge from the experienced professional to apprentice. Experienced professionals may be the expert group with extensive experience in developing power supply diagrams [8]. Knowledge of the expert group are used to generate lists and content of training tasks, standard problem solutions both for the learning system and knowledge control system of the simulator for a variety of work situations and at different stages of training: beginner, intermediate and final assessment [6].

3. Model of a training center with the simulator

The model and computer simulator of energy worker itself is built on the basis of the subsystem of calculating power supply of workstation of electrical service employee. This ensures the identity of the simulator and the workplace of electrical worker.

The simulator, automated system for calculating power supply of coal mine production unit and training and knowledge control system (TKCS) may be on the same electronic computing machine at the training center which is organized in the form of training places in a format “client-server” connected in a common local/global cloud network.

The main link of the training center is server. The server has the database and simulator-related software installed. Software distribution between server and clients depends on the adopted approach:

1. at thick client technology, minimum software is installed on the server, and the simulator itself and all its accompanying software is located on workstations;
2. at thin client technology, switching software functions in the client, while the simulator and accompanying software is located on the server.

Choice of the first or second approach is determined as a function of bandwidth. At low bandwidth capacity, thick client approach is used with minimizing network traffic. At high bandwidth capacity, thin client approach is used which allows to unload a user’s computer and simplify software administration process. Figure 1 is a functional diagram of a training center with a virtual simulator of energy worker.

4. Methods of training

Let us present simulator of energy worker as a dual system "Knowledge Base subsystem + Knowledge Control subsystem" [9, 10]. Apparent effectiveness of the simulator will be achieved if certain standard tested and/or trained employees score the necessary amount of points that characterize positive solution of control tasks over a fixed time and for the entire multitude of industrial mine conditions [8, 11-14]. Suppose that experts who develop training tasks and tests can heuristically evaluate the quality of the simulator work. Evaluation of employee's competence is conducted at all stages of training and control: beginner, intermediate, and final.
The process of training and knowledge control by simulator of energy worker is a phased implementation of strict algorithmic operations by a person in split and real-time [6, 7, 11-14] format, including:

1. for evaluating initial knowledge of the tested: generation of the initial data; calculation and design of production unit power supply diagram by the employee through the tools of automated workstation;
2. assessment of the calculation results according to step 1. In case of a negative result, go to step 3. In case of a positive result, go to step 5;
3. training through the simulator tools;
4. assessment of learning outcomes. In case of a negative result, go to step 3. In case of a positive result, go to step 5;
5. training in a variety of control tasks;
6. assessment of training by step 5. In the case of a negative result, go to step 3. In case of a positive result, go to step 7;
7. multiple training of the employee;
8. assessment of learning outcomes by the technology of multiple training according to step 7. In case of a positive result, go to step 10. In case of negative result, go to step 9;
9. administrative and psychological assessment of knowledge and capabilities of the employee, recommendations for re-training and/or change of the working place of the employee.
10. issuance of a certificate and work admission of the mine electrical service employee.

In the training and knowledge control system, the simulator is used at all stages, learning, training and knowledge control.
In learning mode, the simulator has a function that allows a learner to compare his actions with the right ones while the training tasks are supplemented with explanation of standard solutions and provide links to sections of the training system on specific issues of decision-making. The algorithm of the simulator work in the learning mode includes the following steps:

1. generation of the initial data of the problem;
2. solution of the problem;
3. comparison of the problem solution with standard answers and assessment of the solution by a 100-point scale;
4. in the case of non-complete compliance of the problem solution results with standard answers, a set of additional data is offered; it is available to form a new control task and then go to step 2. Upon acceptable compliance of the problem solution with the standard answers, transition to step 5 is necessary;
5. end of the simulator work.

5. Conclusion

The offered simulator model built on the basis of the basic principles of creating such systems. Simulator model is described as a dual system: "Knowledge Base subsystem + Knowledge Control subsystem". Functional diagram of a training center is based on two main approaches in distributing software between the server and training center. Technology training and control of knowledge includes the algorithm to use the simulator at all stages of preparation and control.

Creation and implementation of a system consisting of subsystems of training and knowledge control, simulator, and automated calculation and design of power supply systems of coal mine production units provides for the following split and real-time opportunities:

- getting an estimate, a rating of coal mine electrical services personnel for the admission to operation of electrical equipment;
- obtaining the predictive assessment of a failure-free level of electrotechnical facilities of a mine production unit;
- increasing the rating of electrical services personnel by means of targeted training and knowledge control;
- automating the calculation of power supply of production units of coal mines;
- reducing the complexity of calculating the mine power supply diagrams;
- improving the calculation efficiency and quality by automating basic procedures;
- reducing the probability of errors during the calculation of power supply diagrams;
- reducing the risk contributed by individuals when making design decisions concerning power supply systems of coal mines' production units.
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